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(168-171) Four proposals to clarify the provisions for conserving and rejecting names 
under Art. 69.3 and Art. 14 

When investigating the problem of the typification of Panicum glaucum L. and the 
question of whether the epithet glaucum should be adopted for yellow foxtail in the 
combination Setaria glauca (L.) P. Beauv. or for pearl millet in the combination Pen- 
nisetum glaucum (L.) R. Br., we became aware of the fact that, under the present wor- 
ding of Art. 69.3, the name of a genus or species "that has been widely and per- 
sistently used for a taxon or taxa not including its type" may be conserved or rejected 
only if the name would also, "but for Art. 69.4, be the correct name of another taxon". 
It does not permit the conservation of a misapplied name which would be the 
basionym of the correct name of another taxon, or the preservation of the traditional 
usage of a misapplied name the basionym of which would be either the correct name, 
or the basionym of the correct name, of another taxon. The wording presented below 
would extend the provision of Art. 69.3 so that it could also be used to maintain the 
traditional usage of a misapplied species name the epithet of which would, if the Code 
were strictly applied, have to be taken up for another taxon. 

Neither Art. 69.3 nor Art. 69 Note 1 refer to the possibility of conserving or rejec- 
ting the basionym of a misapplied name if it has one, but instead indicate that it is the 
name which has been misapplied which is to be proposed for conservation or rejec- 
tion. Nevertheless Karttunen (1989), having established that the type of Bryum hyper- 
boreum Dickson, the basionym of Arctoa hyperborea (Dickson) Bruch & Schimper, 
was not referable to the taxon to which the name Arctoa hyperborea has traditionally 
been applied but to the taxon known by the name A. fulvella (Dickson) Bruch & 
Schimper and that Arctoa hyperborea would now, but for Art. 69.4, have to be 
adopted for that taxon, has proposed that Bryum hyperboreum be conserved with a 
new type so that Arctoa hyperborea can retain its usual application. Similarly the 
Committee for Spermatophyta (Brummitt, 1989) has recommended that the name 
Gomphrenaficoidea L. be conserved with a new type so that the name Alternanthera 
ficoidea (L.) P. Beauv. need not be adopted for the taxon presently known by the name 
A. paronychioides St. Hil., but can instead continue to be used in its traditional sense. 
The proposed new wording would, by making it obvious that the basionym of a 
misapplied name may be proposed for conservation or rejection, bring the Code into 
line with current practice. 

(168) Amend Art. 69.3, to read: 

"69.3. A name of a genus or species that has been widely and persistently used for a 
taxon or taxa not including its type and would, or whose epithet would, but for Art. 
69.4, have to be taken up for another taxon may, or its basionym if it has one may, also 
be conserved or rejected under Art. 14.' 

(169) Reword Art. 69 Note 1, as follows: 

"Note 1. The name proposed for conservation can be either the name that has been 
misapplied, or its basionym if it has one, or a later homonym or synonym against 
which the misapplied name, or its basionym if it has one, is rejected' 
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(170) Change Art. 69.4, to read: 

"69.4. A name that has been widely and persistently used for a taxon or taxa not 

including its type is not, or its basionym if it has one is not, to be used in a sense that 
conflicts with current usage unless and until a proposal to deal with it, or its basionym 
if it has one, under Arts. 14.1 or 69.1 has been submitted and rejected'.' 

(171) Reword the third paragraph of the foreword to Appendix IIIB and transfer it to 
Art. 14, to follow after Art. 14.4 as Note Ibis and Ex. 1. 

"Note ibis. A species name listed as conserved or rejected in Appendix IIIB may have 
been published as the name of a new taxon, or as a combination based on an earlier 
name. The listing as rejected of a name based on an earlier name does not in itself 
preclude the use of the earlier name since that name is not 'a combination based on a 
rejected name' (Art. 14.4)"' 

"Ex. 1. The listing in Appendix IIIB of the name Lycopersicon esculentum Miller as 
conserved against Lycopersicon lycopersicum (L.) H. Karsten, does not preclude the 
use of the homotypic Solanum lycopersicum L'.' 
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